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**SAP Automation (BC-FES-AIT)**

SAP Automation is a suite of tools, components, and class libraries that allow application developers to integrate external applications from the desktop, a server, or a Web server with R/3 systems.

More specifically, the SAP Automation suite of tools enables the programmer to write applications that:

- Connect to R/3 from outside of the SAP GUI interface environment
- Access SAP business objects and Business APIs (BAPIs), their contents or metadata, from outside of R/3 (read and write access)
- Access R/3 RFC function modules, their contents or metadata, from outside of R/3 (read and write access)
- Input data into R/3 in a batch mode through R/3 transactions from outside of R/3
- Access and manipulate R/3 application screens data from outside the SAPGUI
- Capture the interaction between an end user and SAPGUI screens
- Provide an alternative GUI or non-GUI interface to R/3 applications and transactions
- Send or receive inbound or outbound IDoc documents to or from R/3
Integrating External Applications with R/3

There are two major "channels" or interfaces for integrating external applications with R/3:

- **GUI interfaces** [Seite 7]
- **Remote Function Call (RFC), which also includes using SAP business objects and Business APIs (BAPIs)** [Seite 9]

The SAP Automation suite includes **tools and components that use the GUI interfaces** [Seite 12], as well as **tools and components that are based on the RFC interfaces** [Seite 13].
GUI Interfaces to SAP Systems

The R/3 application server sends and receives data to and from its SAPGUI when displaying R/3 application screens to an end user. The SAPGUI process interacts with one or more Front processes, one for each user session. The following diagram shows the standard SAPGUI and its Front processes.

Using the GUI interfaces to R/3, a client program can access the data stream that is communicated between the R/3 application server and its SAPGUI as a method of getting data from or into R/3.

As the following diagram illustrates, the GUI interfaces allow a client program to access R/3 screen data by communicating with the R/3 application server and the SAPGUI.
By using the GUI interfaces an external program can replace the standard SAPGUI with another user interface, which can be either graphical or non-graphical (for example, it can be voice driven).

Programming using the GUI interfaces also allows an external program to monitor or record an end user interaction with SAPGUI screens.

Using the GUI interfaces method requires no knowledge of ABAP programming. It also eliminates the need to learn the business and transaction logic behind an existing R/3 application for which the external program is providing an alternative user interface.

However, since R/3 transaction screens may change between R/3 versions, using this method of integration with R/3 is the most vulnerable to changes.
RFC and BAPI Interfaces to SAP Systems

RFC is the protocol used by SAP for remote communication, that is, for communications between remote independent systems.

RFC is used for communications between two independent SAP systems, or for communications between an SAP system and a non-SAP system, such as an external application. It can also be used for communications between modules on the same system.

Using the RFC interfaces you can extend the functionality of R/3 applications from an external program.

Compared to using the GUI interfaces, using RFC interfaces requires more knowledge of the business logic of the R/3 applications with which you are integrating the external application.

Types of RFC Interfaces

There are many levels at which external applications can integrate with R/3 through the RFC channel (interface). SAP Automation tools support several of these methods:

- **Making Remote Function Calls (RFCs) directly to invoke SAP function modules**

  External programs using RFCs can either make or receive remote function calls to or from an SAP system. Therefore, using RFCs an external program can act as either the client or the server to an SAP system. Conversely, the SAP system can take the role of either the client or the server to the external application.

  You can use a combination of SAP Automation tools to incorporate remote function calls into your programming environment. SAP Automation offers several products that make programming RFCs easier. It offers products for programming of RFCs from languages such as C, C++, Java, or COM-compliant languages, such as Visual Basic and applications such as Excel.

  SAP Automation also includes tools that help you browse the metadata of RFC function modules, meaning that they allow you to view the syntax of RFC functions, their parameters and fields.

  Using RFCs requires knowledge of ABAP programming, because calling a remote function in R/3 is calling an ABAP function. You may also need to extend the existing set of available RFC with your own ABAP code.

- **Using Business APIs (BAPIs) to access and work with SAP business objects**

  R/3 systems contain a set of business objects, which are an object-oriented representation of real-world business objects. Examples of business objects are a purchase requisition, a G/L account, or an employee.

  An R/3 system also contains Business Application Programming Interfaces (also called Business APIs, or BAPIs), which provide a programming interface to business objects. BAPIs are a set of methods for working with and manipulating SAP business objects.

  Internally, BAPIs are implemented as function modules stored in the R/3 Function Builder. Each BAPI has an equivalent internally-named function module. However, you should use the BAPI and not the function module behind it, because the BAPI provides a stable, object-oriented view of R/3 applications and data. The internal function modules or even the fact that the BAPIs are implemented as function modules are not guaranteed to remain the same in future releases of R/3.

  The advantage of using BAPIs over using RFCs is that using BAPIs requires no ABAP programming knowledge. You use BAPIs from standard programming languages such as C++ and Java.
Using BAPIs also offers the most stability to your application, because BAPIs stay consistent over different R/3 releases.

However, business objects and their BAPIs are created by SAP, and you can only use BAPIs that were implemented by SAP. If a certain BAPI for performing a certain application task was not implemented yet, you must seek alternative programming methods.

- **Using transactions for batch input**
  SAP Automation includes a component for using R/3 transactions to feed data into R/3 in batch input mode.

- **Exchanging asynchronous messages with R/3 using IDoc interface technology**
  IDoc interface technology is an SAP standard for sending documents back and forth between different R/3 systems or between an R/3 system and an external application.

  IDoc is useful for transferring large amounts of data in asynchronous mode.

  The IDoc interface technology is based on transactional RFC, which is a more reliable flavor of RFC in that it ensures that a certain transaction is called exactly once in the RFC server system. It also ensures execution even if the RFC server system is not available at the time that the RFC client makes the call.

  An IDoc is a data container that follows a certain SAP standard format. It contains a header and segments of data. SAP defines templates for various IDoc documents; for example, there is a definition for a purchase requisition IDoc.

  External programs can use the IDoc method of communicating data to and from an SAP system if an appropriate IDoc template exists. Sometimes it is possible to extend an existing IDoc template. If there is no IDoc template for the type of data you wish to transfer, and there is no IDoc template that you can extend, you must seek another programming method.
Overview of SAP Automation Tools
## SAP Automation GUI Interfaces

The following table lists the tools in the SAP Automation suite that use the GUI channel [Seite 7]. It describes their function and lists the programming language(s) with which you can use each of the tools:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GUI Library</strong> [Extern]</td>
<td>C API</td>
<td>Like &quot;screen-scraping&quot; programs, the GUI Library takes the contents of R/3 SAPGUI screens and makes them accessible through standard data structures and function calls. Allows you to write programs that provide an alternative user interface to the standard R/3 SAPGUI. This alternative interface can be GUI or non-GUI. Also allows you to write programs that record the interaction between an end user and SAPGUI screens.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GUI Component</strong> [Extern]</td>
<td>ActiveX Server (both in process and out of process)</td>
<td>Exposes a subset of the GUI Library to COM-compliant programs and applications. Simpler to use but also less flexible than using the GUI Library directly.</td>
<td>Any COM-compliant application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GUI Code Generator</strong> [Extern]</td>
<td>Stand-alone executable</td>
<td>A code generator for the GUI Component. Can act as a macro recorder allowing you to generate Visual Basic and other code as you or an end-user work with the SAP system. Also lets you capture SAP screens as Visual Basic forms.</td>
<td>Produces VB, HAHTtalk Basic, or Delphi's Object Pascal language code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Product Documentation

For more details, see the HTML Help documentation of the individual products. The details of the GUI Library and the GUI component are described in the HTML Help for the SAP Automation GUI interfaces [Extern]. The details of the GUI Code Generator [Extern] are discussed in a separate HTML Help topic.
SAP Automation RFC and BAPI Interfaces

The following tables list the SAP Automation tools, components, and libraries that use the RFC interfaces [Seite 9]. The tables describe the function of these products and lists the programming language(s) with which you can use each of them.

Use the links from these tables to access the detailed documentation of the various products.

Underlying Library

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RFC API [Extern]</td>
<td>C API</td>
<td>A set of C routines that allows you to write external applications that communicate with an SAP system through remote function calls (RFCs). The external application can act as either a client or a server to the SAP system.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SAP Automation RFC-based Class Libraries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RFC C++ Class Library [Extern]</td>
<td>Class library</td>
<td>Provides a framework for the RFC API. Makes it easier to use RFCs in C++ programs by providing pre-built functions for some common tasks, such as establishing a connection to R/3.</td>
<td>C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java RFC Class Library [Extern]</td>
<td>Class library</td>
<td>Provides an object oriented Java view over the RFC API. Makes it easier to use RFCs in Java programs by providing pre-built functions for some common tasks, such as establishing a connection to R/3, or performing data type conversion.</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDoc C++ Class Library [Extern]</td>
<td>Class library</td>
<td>Provides a framework for processing inbound and outbound IDocs. Makes it easier to use IDoc technology in C++ programs by providing pre-built functions for some common tasks, such as creating and appending IDoc segments, accessing segments and fields by names, and working with fields.</td>
<td>C++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ActiveX Controls and Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Logon Control**  
(Documented with the SAP Automation RFC and BAPI Interfaces [Extern]) | **ActiveX Control (OCX)** | Allows you to create a connection object with which you can establish a connection to R/3.  
Note that for programs using the SAP DCOM Connector, we recommend that you use the DCOM Connector Logon Component [Extern] instead of the Logon Control. | Any COM-compliant application |
|---|---|---|---|
| **Function Control**  
(Documented with the SAP Automation RFC and BAPI Interfaces [Extern]) | **COM Server** | Provides COM objects for handling RFC functions and their parameters. This allows you to create external applications that call RFC function modules in an SAP system. | Any COM-compliant application |
| **Table Control**  
(Also called Table Factory Control. Documented with the SAP Automation RFC and BAPI Interfaces [Extern]) | **COM Server** | Allows you to create a Table object representing a table parameter of an RFC function. Works with the Function control to manage tables attached to Function objects. | Any COM-compliant application |
| **Transaction Component**  
(Also called Transaction Control [Extern], which is documented with the SAP Automation RFC and BAPI Interfaces [Extern]) | **COM Server** | Exposes R/3 batch input capability to COM-compliant programs and applications. Allows an external program to send input field values to an R/3 screen (output field values are not returned). Makes using batch input easier by eliminating the need to populate the fields of the BDC table, which is a prerequisite to using the standard R/3 batch input method. | Any COM-compliant application |
### SAP Automation RFC and BAPI Interfaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAPI ActiveX Control [Extern]</td>
<td>ActiveX Control (OCX)</td>
<td>Allows you to develop external client/server applications (with R/3 as a server) that access business functions in the SAP system by calling BAPIs (Business APIs) through OLE Automation. Achieves this by allowing you to create (on the client) local instances of business objects, which act as proxy objects for the business object in the SAP system.</td>
<td>Any COM-compliant application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DCOM Connector-based Components and Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDoc Connector for XML [Extern]</td>
<td>COM Server</td>
<td>Provides an XML interface for working with IDoc documents. The IDoc Connector for XML component accepts your XML documents and sends them as inbound IDocs to a specified R/3 system. Conversely, it can receive outbound IDocs and it translate them into XML documents for your application to use.</td>
<td>Any COM/DCOM-compliant application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCOM Connector Logon Component [Extern]</td>
<td>COM Server</td>
<td>Helps programs that use the SAP DCOM Connector handle the connection parameters of the COM objects created by the SAP DCOM Connector. The DCOM Connector Logon Component provides a logon dialog with which you can get the necessary connection parameters from an end user. It also allows the end user to create and maintain destination definitions. The DCOM Connector Logon Component also allows you to easily copy connection parameters into a DCOM Connector COM object.</td>
<td>Any COM/DCOM-compliant application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repository Services</strong> [Extern]</td>
<td>COM Server</td>
<td>Provides read access to the metadata of business objects, RFC function modules, tables and structures in an R/3 system to COM-compliant programs and applications. Also allows you to save a copy of the metadata in a local database. Using a local database allows you to access the same metadata faster and without connecting to R/3.</td>
<td>Any COM/DCOM-compliant application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BAPI Gateway</strong> [Extern]</td>
<td>COM Server</td>
<td>Allows you to dynamically call BAPIs and RFCs through the DCOM Connector, that is, it allows you to determine at run time which BAPIs or RFCs you call. Eliminates the need to use the SAP DCOM Connector wizard for creating a DCOM Connector proxy component. You can use the SAP Automation <strong>Repository Services component</strong> [Extern] in conjunction with the BAPI Gateway to obtain the metadata for the BAPIs or RFCs you wish to call at run time.</td>
<td>Any COM/DCOM-compliant application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repository Browser</strong> (Also called the <strong>SAP Browser Control</strong> [Extern], which is documented with the <strong>SAP Automation RFC and BAPI Interfaces</strong> [Extern])</td>
<td>ActiveX Control (OCX)</td>
<td>A control that can be hosted by any ActiveX container. It consists of a window with two panes for browsing SAP BAPI and RFC metadata information. Allows online calling of RFC functions from within the control. Also exposes several methods to enable the container application to control and automate metadata browsing. Allows you to export metadata information to an Excel spreadsheet.</td>
<td>Any COM/DCOM-compliant application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP Assistant [Extern] (documented with the SAP Automation RFC and BAPI Interfaces [Extern])</td>
<td>Stand-alone executable</td>
<td>A tool for browsing (viewing and searching) the metadata of SAP RFC functions and SAP business objects and their methods (BAPIs). Uses the SAP Browser Control (see above). Allows you to call RFC functions directly online. Also allows you to generate either Java or C++ classes for working with SAP business objects and their BAPIs.</td>
<td>You can use the code generated with the BAPI Wizard tool for Java or C++ programming. The SAP Assistant window itself is not programmable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Relationship between SAP Automation Tools

Some of the SAP Automation tools use other components of the SAP Automation suite. The following diagram illustrates the relationship between the different SAP Automation components. The diagram shows the various levels of access support the tools offer.
Choosing SAP Automation Tools to Work with

Use

The tools that compose the SAP Automation suite perform a variety of functions, offer different level of access support, and are usable with various programming languages and on different platforms.

The functionality of the SAP Automation tools overlaps in some cases.

As a developer of applications that integrate an external with R/3, you can use one or more of the SAP Automation components to best fit the needs of your application.

Procedure

1. When deciding which tool or tools to use with your application, it is important to first decide which method of interfacing to R/3 is most appropriate for your application [Seite 20]. This decision determines which of the SAP Automation tools are relevant to your application.

2. Once you have decided which interfacing method to use, choose an SAP Automation tool based on the programming language and platform it supports. See the tables listing the various tools in the topics SAP Automation RFC and BAPI Interfaces [Seite 13], and SAP Automation GUI Interfaces [Seite 12].
Choosing an Interfacing Method

Use
Sometimes choosing the appropriate SAP Automation tool is an easy choice, in that the nature of the application clearly dictates the method for interfacing to R/3. For example, if your application needs to record end-user interaction with R/3 SAPGUI screens, then using the SAP Automation GUI Interfaces is the most appropriate choice.
However, when implementing other types of application that need to integrate with R/3, the choice may not be as clear.

Procedure
The following flow diagram describes how to choose the most appropriate SAP Automation tool for your application needs.

As summarized by the above diagram, consider the tasks you must achieve in your application when choosing the method of interfacing to R/3:
If your application needs to be sending or receiving data to or from R/3 in asynchronous mode, meaning that it should not wait for the R/3 response before continuing tasks, choose either the IDoc, the Transaction, or the RFC methods.
If you need synchronous access to R/3 data and applications, use either the BAPI, the GUI or the RFC methods.
Notice that using RFCs you can implement either asynchronous or synchronous access.
Choosing an Interfacing Method

- If you need **synchronous** access, then consider whether your application needs to act as a server to R/3 requests. If you need to provide such server capability, then write your application using RFCs.
  - If you application always acts as a client to R/3, in that it always initiates requests to R/3 and never needs to respond to requests initiated by R/3, then you can also use Business APIs (BAPIs) or the GUI interface method.
  - Using BAPIs is preferred, because it not as dependent on changes in the GUI screens between R/3 versions. However, you are limited to the set of BAPIs that were implemented in R/3. If no BAPI with the desired functionality exists, then you must use other interface methods: either GUI or RFCs:
    - Using the GUI interfaces you do not need to know any ABAP programming, and you do not need to know the business logic involved in the R/3 application you are integrating with. Your application uses existing R/3 transaction screens to get data in and out of R/3. With or without displaying the standard SAPGUI to your end-user, your application "scrapes" the data communicated between R/3 and it SAPGUI to provide an alternative interface to your end-user.
    - Using RFCs requires some knowledge of ABAP programming, if you need to complement the set of existing RFCs with your own RFCs. Even if you do not need to write additional RFCs, you do need to understand the business logic of the R/3 application you are interacting with to program with RFCs, because with RFCs you are adding, changing, or replacing the functionality provided by an R/3 transaction or application component.

- If you need **asynchronous** access to R/3, then you can either use the IDocs or the Transaction methods. As mentioned above, you can also use RFCs, because with it you can implement either asynchronous or synchronous applications.
  - If you are sending data between two R/3 systems, or between an R/3 system and another system, you may be able to use the IDoc interface, if there are IDoc templates defined for the functionality you need.
  - If there are no IDoc templates for the functionality you need, then you can use the Transaction Component, if all you need is a batch input of data into the R/3 system.
  - If batch input of data is not sufficient, in that you need interactive access or you need to read data in addition to writing data into R/3, then the method of choice is programming RFCs.
SAP Automation Tools: Details
Class Libraries